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What's Inside
W A T S A N  P R O M O T I O N  
P R O J E C T :  H E L P I N G  T H E  P O O R  
L E A D  A  H E A L T H Y  L I F E  I N  
J H A R K H A N D !

To improve the capacities of community institutions to 

access appropriate technology and help them develop 

safe and sustainable WATSAN systems to lead safe and 

healthy lives. 

C H I L D R E N  R E S C U E D  F R O M  
C H I L D  L A B O U R  I N  N O I D A !

Seven children, who were being trafficked were 

rescued from Gautam Budh Nagar district in a joint 

rescue operation of Noida Police, AHTU, Labour 

Department and CHILDLINE on 4th January, 2018.

P R O M O T I N G  L I V E L I H O O D  
O P P O R T U N I T I E S  I N  A S S A M !

To address farming gaps in the village FXBIS initiated

the intervention with the farmers in Dipila village and

formed a “Surajmukhi” farmers club with 20 farmers to

raise a collective voice of these marginalized poor

farmers. 

Other Stories
1 .  B R E A K I N G  T H E  T A B O O — “ I  A M  H I V + ,

S O  W H A T ? ”  

 

 

2 .  C E L E B R A T I N G    I N T E R N A T I O N A L

W O M E N ' S  D A Y  
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WATSAN Promotion Project: 
Helping the poor lead a healthy 

life!

FXB India Suraksha (FXBIS) is implementing an integrated WATSAN promotion project with 

support of Arghyam Foundation in Namkum block of Ranchi district, Jharkhand. The 

primary goal of the project is to improve the capacities of community institutions to 

access appropriate technology and help them develop safe and sustainable WATSAN 

systems to lead safe and healthy lives. The project is being implemented in five gram 

panchayats (GP) of Namkum block namely Dungri, Hardag, Hurua, Hahap and Sidroul. The 

total population of the project area is about 32,834 people living in 6,511 households. The 

majority (71%) of total population in the area belongs to poor BPL tribal population 

(Census 2011). 

 

FXBIS has participated in 22 VWSC meetings where members have participated with 

great interest and commitment to address the WASH issues in their villages and they are 

now more active especially with involvement in WSP preparation. FXBIS team ensured that 

the community including the youth groups and PRI members are involving in WATSAN 

related activities. We have organized an event with youth groups to encourage their 

involvement in village WASH and WSP preparation and also help them with required 

guidance for their career such as linkages to skill-based employability activities. FXBIS 

also sensitize block level officials; Panchayat Secretary & Panchayat Sevak with mukhiya 

and Ward on SBM-G. 

 

A total of 114 meetings have been conducted reaching out to 1564 active SHGs women. In 

addition, we have conducted 38 VOs meeting and reached out to 736 SHG leaders. Our 

BCC sessions and orientation on toilet models were very much useful to the VOs as they 

were provided funds to construct toilets in villages like Garke, Palandu, Sidroul, 

Sukurhuttu, Chand and Kawali. The SHGs have led the village cleanliness drives and 

hardware activities in the villages. 

Till date, and they have constructed 660 toilets in their respective villages. The VWSC 

members also have taken lead in various WASH promotion activities such as repairing of 6 

hand pumps and platform at Hahap and Beradih village, 1 well repaired at Chota Kawali, 

construction of soak pits & garbage pit, maintaining of well & daris and using of toll free 

number for major repairing of HPs in most of the villages. 



Children rescued from Child 
Labour in Noida!

Seven children were rescued from different shops in Gautam Budh Nagar district in a 

joint rescue operation of Noida Police, AHTU, Labour Department and CHILDLINE on 4th 

January, 2018. The children were trafficked from different parts of UP and Bihar and were 

forced to work as child labour. The rescue operation was conducted after a tip-off was 

given  to CHILDLINE. 

 

FXB India Suraksha in 2011 was appointed as Collaborative NGO for the district of 

Gautam Budh Nagar to run CHILDLINE (1098), 24/7 emergency helpline outreach service 

for children in distress as part of Integrated Child Protection Scheme of the Ministry of 

Women and Child Development. As part of the programme, CHILDLINE is mandated to 

provide assistance to children in need of care and protection or in distress in 

collaboration with other stakeholders such as District Administration, District Child 

Protection Unit, Child Welfare Committee, Juvenile Justice Board, Police Department, 

Education Department and NGOs/CBOs. 

 

The seven missing kids were rescued and were produced before the Child Welfare 

Committee, Noida after a General Diary done at the concerned Police Station and 

medical examination of the children. The Hon’ble CWC after counseling the child ordered 

for providing shelter to the children ata Children’s Home in Noida. The CWC also ordered 

for a bone ossification test of the children as there were no supporting documents as 

their age proof. Meantime, the parents of the children were also contacted and 

requested to come to Delhi to take their custody. 

Acting on the tip off, CHILDLINE approached Labour Department for assistance in 

conducting the rescue operation. One of the major challenges is the lack of response 

received from the Labour Department on time leading to delay in intervening and 

rescuing a child reported to be a child labour. 

 

 



CHILDREN RESCUED FROM CHILD LABOUR IN NOIDA!

The report of the rescue was submitted to CWC and the Labour Department on receiving 

which they issued a “No Objection Certificate” and cleared all the process so that the 

children could be handed over to their parents. Accordingly, the parents of the children 

produced before the Child Welfare Committee and the children were handed over them. 

 

Presently, the children are living with their parents at their respective hometowns. Also, 

recently, the labour Department has ordered the respective employers under which the 

children were earlier working to pay an amount of Rs. 50,000 to each of the children as 

compensationSeven children were rescued from different shops in Gautam Budh Nagar 

district in a joint rescue operation of Noida Police, AHTU, Labour Department and 

CHILDLINE on 4th January, 2018. The children were trafficked from different parts of UP 

and Bihar and were forced to work as child labour. 



The story of organic farming: 
Assam

Dipila, one of the villages of FXBIS – Integrated Rural Development Programme 

intervention village is in  Darrang district  of state of  Assam. Assam is one of the least 

developed states of India from the North Eastern part which has been ravaged by 

insurgency, conflicts and militancy for decades. Darrang is one of the backward districts 

of Assam. Most of the villagers of Dipila village depend on the agriculture and allied 

works. They are mostly marginalized farmers while few of them belong to small farmers 

group with the holding of 1-2 hector of land. Paddy cultivation is one of the major crops 

and fish rearing is the part of the life style of the villagers. But unfortunately less 

production and profits reported for few years because of age old farming practices as 

well as lack of proper information on new farming practices, technologies and various 

government schemes to name a few. 

To address the above farming gaps in the village FXBIS initiated the intervention with the 

farmers in Dipila village and formed a “Surajmukhi” farmers club with 20 farmers to raise 

a collective voice of these marginalized poor farmers and trained to them on improved 

practices and new trends in the agriculture sector with the support of Krishi Vikas Kendra, 

Agriculture and Fishery Departments of government to ensure  more yielding as well as 

economical strengthening of the agricultural families. FXBIS organized quality training 

programme for the farmer’s club members as well as link them up with various government 

departments to avail various schemes to enhance their productivity and sustain the effort. 

  

Basanta kumar kalita is a one of the active member in the “Surajmukhi” farmers club and 

participated in almost all trainings organized by FXBIS. Besides participating in all the 

trainings he also joined the exposure visit organized by FXBIS on improved practices on 

kitchen garden outside his own village. Basanta was quite interested towards doing 

kitchen garden and decided to do this in his backyard premises in organic way. The same 

idea was immediately executed in 4 kathas of backyard premises. He started environment 

friendly agro practices, such as composting, seed preservation and the usage of organic 

pesticides. He showed some surprising changes through his improved practices by using 

organic fertilizers instead of chemical fertilizer. This resulted in increased fertility of the 

soil and yielding of the crop. 



THE STORY OF ORGANIC FARMING: ASSAM

 Within a few days his plants were full of fruits. Basanta brought the changes in practice 

and showed the new way forward to the farmers in the village.  With great excitement, he 

started to put what he has learnt into practices.  He cultivated red chilli, eggplant, 

ladyfinger, Papaya, bottle guard, cucumber, pumpkin, Tomato etc in his backyard kitchen 

garden. Within the months he got returns from the kitchen garden, and sold the produced 

vegetable and made a profit of  almost 55000/- of rupees($847) a in a year. 

Basanta become an active and admired farmer among the trained peer farmers in his 

village. He has also developed a good relation with various government departments and 

capable of approaching them  to know the new practices. Recently he got selected for 

KVK new promoted scheme namely high quality rice seed cultivation scheme as well as 

Magur culture activity (Cat fish) which FXBIS is promoting as a livelihood activity in Dipila 

village. 

“I apply that, what I have learnt through FXBIS initiative of agriculture based training 

programs. It has become a life changing scenario for me and I would love to work as a 

proud and successful farmer of Dipila which has become my identity these days” - 

Basanta  



Other Stories



Other Stories

I am HIV Positive, So What" ~~ a book 

describing the challenges and tribulations 

faced by "Mr. Manipur" of year 2007. 

Khundrakpam Pradip Kumar Singh who has 

been awarded the title of “Mr. Manipur” 

in the year 2007, came out unabashed 

about his HIV status fighting all social 

taboos with the determination to lead a 

life of dignity and respect. Saluting his 

conviction, he was roped in by FXBIS to 

lead a pan-India HIV/AIDS awareness 

campaign during 2011-12 to break the 

societal stigma attached to the disease. 

Seen in the pictures below is the author 

of the book, Jayanta Kalita in 

conversation with FXBIS' programmes' 

manager, Satya Prakash. The venue was 

the World Book Fair at Pragati Maindan, 

New Delhi. 

BREAKING THE TABOO— 
“I am HIV+, so what?”



CELEBRATING   
INTERNATIONAL WOMEN'S DAY

“When women support each other, 

incredible things happen” 

As the 2018 international theme, 

'Press/Push for Progress', suggests, at 

FXBIS we endeavour to walk alongside 

the women we encourage, counsel and 

nudge gently to push forward for their 

own progress. This is because we believe 

that an empowered woman bolsters an 

empowered family and consequently an 

empowered community. 

Seen here are images of the 

celebrations that happened across our 

intervention fields - Jaipur, Noida, 

Vishakhapatnam, FXB Village in Nesal, 

Tamil Nadu, to name a few. 



fin.


